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FBI'S TRACK RECORD ON CREATING TERRORISM
DESTROYS THE OFFICIAL BOSTON MARATHON BOMBING
NARRATIVE
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The Federal Bureau of Investigation or the FBI has been manufacturing
fake terror plots only to later claim that they foiled the same plots that
they created. This is a historical fact. They have been doing this for
decades and have greatly accelerated these programs following the
9/11 attacks and the official launch of the so-called war on terror. Is it
any surprise that the FBI was in close contact with at least one of the two
Russian brothers who have been accused by the FBI of being behind
the Boston Marathon bombings? It shouldn’t be when you also consider
that the FBI actually allowed the 1993 bombing of the World Trade
Center to go forward and did nothing to stop it. Accusations have even
been made by Oklahoma City bombing conspirator Terry Nichols that a
high level FBI source had been directing Tim McVeigh in the plot to blow
up the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building. So not only does the FBI have
a track record of creating fake terror plots but they have a track record
of allowing real terror plots to take place. With this in mind, the FBI has
no credibility with their alleged on-going investigation into the Boston
Marathon bombings.
Let’s first take a look back at the FBI’s involvement in the events that led
up to the 1993 World Trade Center bombing. The FBI actually had foreknowledge of the bombing through one of
their informants Emad Salem. Salem was embedded amongst a group of Muslims who the FBI believed were
preparing to launch terrorist attacks. The group included Ramzi Yousef and others who would eventually be
sentenced to prison in connection with the bombing.
In 1992 roughly a full year before the attack, Salem told his handlers at the FBI that the group was building a
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bomb. The original plan was for Salem to substitute harmless powder for the explosives but the plan was called
off by an FBI supervisor who claimed Salem could be used better in other ways. Not trusting his FBI handlers,
Salem recorded many hours of their conversations. The transcripts of these conversations clearly reveal that the
FBI knew about a real terrorist plot but did nothing to stop it. The news of these transcripts was reported in media
outlets including CBS News and the New York Times.
Moving on to the Oklahoma City bombing, below is an excerpt from a 2007 Salt Lake Tribune article regarding
Terry Nichols statement claiming that Tim McVeigh was being directed by the FBI.
Oklahoma City bombing conspirator Terry Nichols says a high-ranking FBI official "apparently" was directing
Timothy McVeigh in the plot to blow up a government building and might have changed the original target of the
attack, according to a new affidavit filed in U.S. District Court in Utah.
The official and other conspirators are being protected by the federal government "in a cover-up to escape its
responsibility for the loss of life in Oklahoma," Nichols claims in a Feb. 9 affidavit.
Needless to say, the official story of the Oklahoma City bombing is littered with unanswered questions. The
documentary film A Noble Lie goes over the mountain of evidence proving that the government had prior
knowledge of the Oklahoma City bombing and participated in a massive cover up.
Worse yet, there is a substantial amount of evidence indicating that the government was involved in the attacks
themselves. The ATF had offices in the Alfred P. Murrah building but ATF personnel were conveniently told not to
come into work the day of the bombing. There were also eyewitness accounts and local media reports confirming
that there were in fact multiple bombs inside the building. The only way bombs of such sophistication could have
been put inside a secure federal building would be if the people placing them in the building were doing so under
some sort of official capacity. This in of itself proves that the Oklahoma City bombings couldn’t have happened
unless high level people in the government green lit such an operation. Amazingly, this just represents a small
fraction of the evidence proving government involvement in the Oklahoma City bombings.
Since the 9/11 attacks the FBI has been involved in manufacturing a number of terror plots by entrapping a
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myriad of idiots and bizarre characters. What is significant about this is that these so-called terror plots would not
have happened if it weren’t for the activity of undercover FBI informants. There are so many cases of this that it
would be almost impossible to include them all in a single article. A book entitled The Terror Factory: Inside the
FBI’s Manufactured War on Terrorism written by Trevor Aaronson details several cases of the FBI creating terror
plots so they can later make arrests and claim they are making progress in the fake terror war.
Here are just a few of the articles that detail the FBI busting terror plots that they created in the first place.
The FBI again thwarts its own Terror plot
Terrorist Plots, Hatched by the FBI
FBI spreading fears of fake terror plots across the US
FBI Arrests Five in Fake Cleveland Terror Plot
How FBI Entrapment Is Inventing Terrorists and Letting Bad Guys Off the Hook
The Informants
Five New Jersey men convicted in FBI-concocted Fort Dix “terror” case
From the FBI manufacturing fake terror plots to the FBI allowing real terror events to take place, the connection
between the FBI and the now allegedly deceased Boston Marathon bomber suspect Tamerlan Tsarnaev is highly
suspicious. The odds that he and his brother were setup by the FBI are quite high considering the FBI’s historical
track record in dealing with such matters. The FBI has still yet to provide any real evidence proving that these two
young men were solely responsible for the bombings. All they have going for them is the mockingbird media
repeating generalizations and lies that are not backed up with any facts or logic.
It is painfully obvious that the establishment is struggling to link these two men to known terrorist groups or offer a
reasonable motive as to why they would use bombs against innocent people. The official narrative is falling apart
and the FBI along with the assorted establishment agencies and corporate media outlets are losing more and
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more credibility the longer they try to sell this ridiculous story to the public.
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Essential Intel • 4 years ago
Boston bombing Plot thickens as Chechen patsies exposed as double agents. Captured patsy conveniently "suffers
throat injury and may not be able to talk" . "We'll never know what happened" etc.,etc.,etc. The game is rigged:
http://essential-intelligen...
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Good read.

Monald • 4 years ago

The FBI definitely doesn't want these guys going in for any independent medical exams (like x-rays or cat scans)...mig
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